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Ellis, a boy born into the stability of a 
middle-class family from Rio, is in the car 
with his parents towards the Carnival 
square. An unexpected cry from his baby 
sisters makes them stop whilst passing 
through one of the favelas, and he 
unconsciously leaves his family behind in 
the chase of a mesmerizing glimmer that 
catches his eye. In the dimming light of the 
setting sun, he catches another glimpse 
of the beautiful Carnival performer, 
half-dressed in her White Rabbit costume, 
frantically rushing through the streets. 
His mindless chase quickly leads him into the 
claws of the favela as two gang goons 
corner him and start beating and abusing 
him, culminating in them force-feeding him an 
acid tablet with the intentions of taking 
him with them and torturing him further. 
The White Rabbit hears the boy’s bellows and 
starts screaming for help as she approaches 
them, forcing the goons to back away.   

No more than a breath passes and Ellis 
is now in her dimly lit little room as his 
eyesight starts changing. Not daring to 
move away from the ragged couch, he 
interacts with the only thing in his reach 
– a cupcake on the table with the label 
“eat me”. His visual perception of the world 
warps even further, and in another breath’s 
time he’s in the back of a car with the 
White Rabbit and other people, all dressed 
in costumes. Ellis for the first time then 
realizes that he can’t recall who he is. 
In panic, he seeks help from the 

storym
y

White Rabbit, receiving nothing but 
a kiss and a promise of safety.

They all go into an abandoned warehouse 
and start rehearsing, and all the women 
begin to morph into the animals they’ve 
dressed up as in front of Ellis’ eyes. A cry 
from the Mouse interrupts them as the 
story of her dying brother comes to light, 
showing Ellis an impoverished reality that 
he’s never had to suffer through. Her story 
is interrupted by gunshots and screams 
from outside the warehouse as everyone 
chaotically disperse, leaving the young 
boy behind. He trips and falls in a puddle 
and in his head completely submerges in 
it, drowning in the existential issue of not 
knowing who he is anymore. A hand pulls 
him out of it as the White Rabbit pulls him 
out towards safety; they’re forced to 
return for a necklace she’s left behind. 
They sneak in whilst the thugs are still 
there and Ellis unconsciously walks up 
to the necklace whilst listening in the 
background to the aggressive and fearful 
conversations the men around him were 
having. All the lights and shadows blend 
into one once more, the world around 
him starts spinning until a loud shriek 
of pain brings him back, the man closest 
to him with a knife handle sticking out 
of his arm. The White Rabbit grabs Ellis 
aggressively, who now has the necklace 
in his hands, and they run away swiftly. 

A roughed-up car pulls up next to them 
after a brief phone call the White Rabbit 

makes, and the two of them submerge in 
a thick gust of smoke. The driver, dressed 
in a beautiful draped dress, introduces 
herself as the Caterpillar. They reunite 
as only old friends can, and after a 
seemingly infinite ride of them messing 
with Ellis and asking him existential 
questions, they get off. They’re greeted 
by a young girl dressed like a Pigeon, and 
after a whisper from the White Rabbit, 
she reluctantly gives him her bracelets 
and a mask, storming away after. 

The two of them then walk into what 
looks like a massive warehouse that 
is buzzing with life, filled with blinding 
lights, jewels, feathers, music and heat. 
Each scene Ellis witnesses is more surreal 
than the previous; witnessing a fight, 
a Duchess, cabaret dances uniformed 
as maids and cooks, pigs, fishes – the 
overwhelming sensation makes him run 
away, tripping up into the Cheshire Cat. 
Her mesmerizing appearance makes him 
stop and take a breath, and she begins 
his outfit with a shoulder piece and arm 
bands to match his soul. He then gets 
passed onto the Mad Hattress, March 
Hare and the Dormouse to complete his 
look in their typically whimsical manner. 

He runs away from them as they prepare 
the make-up for him and passes through a 
heavy curtain, stumbling onto a massive 
float filled with performers dressed 
in red, white and gold. A tall, skinny 

woman approaches him, surrounded 
by assistants that fail to please 
her as she fires them all one by one. 

The Cheshire Cat passes the curtain 
after Ellis to check how everything 
is going, and steals the King’s wings in 
anger after seeing Ellis sitting scared 
and alone in a corner. She gives the 
wings to him, completing his outfit. 
He slowly starts walking onto the 
Carnival road, completely submerged in 
the beautiful lights, the loud music and 
cheering. He fails to hear the Queen’s 
loud screech behind him as she goes in a 
frenzy over the King’s missing wings. He 
reaches a state of absolute euphoria 
in the whirlpool of adrenaline and joy, 
and his drug high peaks as his biggest 
dream comes to life. A hand tries to 
jerk him back but he slides out, not even 
turning around to witness the Queen’s 
distorted face. He gracefully starts 
climbs up the float in a beautiful dance, 
basking in the cheers of the crowd. 
He’s at the top of the world now,
where no one can ever reach him or 
hurt him, where everything is equal 
and nothing matters. At the top 
of the float, everything he learns 
in Wonderland comes back to him
- the pointlessness of life, the wonderful 
lack of logic and sense, the fear of close 
encounters with death, but also the 
fearlessness in the face of death. Then, 
he lets go. And on the King’s wings, Ellis 
steps off the top of the float into flight.
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In my adaptation 
of “Alice in 
Wonderland”, I’ve 
chosen to preserve 
the core themes 
and characters’ 
traits, but I’ve 
placed them in 
a contemporary 
setting - the 
Carnival in Rio de 
Janeiro, Brazil. 
I want to shine 
light on the 
deprivation of 
basic human rights 
in contemporary 
societies and 
present it in 
a twisted and 
emotional way, 
intertwining it 
with a clash of 
classes and the 
slow and imminent 
loss of childhood 
in a world that 
doesn’t harbor a 
deep connection 
with the self. All 
the dark themes 
are hidden behind 
the festivity of 
rich colors, shapes 
and joyous music.



There are many driving forces in the script, but the 
biggest one that I’ve chosen to focus on is the 

passion to explore and understand the world 
around us as children. The second most 

important driving force is the struggle 
in claiming basic human rights, diving into 
the psychological dehumanization in 
the name of survival in a society that 

seemingly “has it all”. While exploring this 
phenomenon, I’ve also threaded in themes 

of the irrational nature of life, the fear of 
death and overcoming it and taking the painful 

yet fundamental leap between the childhood self
and the adult one.

On a more negatively existential note, other big 
topics I’ve included that have impacted my designs are 

auto aggressive escapism through drug abuse, the loss 
of morals and loss of self, greed, envy. Through immersing 
myself in Brazil’s drug culture, I’ve tried to portray the small 

joys and big falls of a modern society and have tried to 
represent the majority’s psychology to their environment 

as accurately as possible. Rather than a thematic 
conclusion, I’ve chosen to end my story with questions. 

I’ve created a “clean” protagonist in the face of the White 
Rabbit and contrasted her to other negative characters 

leaving the question of where the line between the two lies and 
how/ why that gets crossed. The other and biggest conclusive 

moment I have implemented is Ellis jumping from the float- what is the 
healthy way to understand the lack of purpose and reason in life and 

how does one accept it willingly? What waits for us when self-indulgence 
and self-importance no longer keep us chained to the small things in life? 

The adaptation is made for a full-feature film production set in modern-day 
Rio de Janeiro. It’s made to resonate with adults and strike an emotional chord 
with the topic of losing one’s innocence and childhood beliefs. It’s also meant 
to bring awareness to Western countries on how the rest of the world lives. 

The design objectives will be to create confusion within the hearts of viewers, 
contrasting extreme glamour with soul-crushing poverty, embracing the extreme 
contrast that Rio de Janeiro embodies. It will utilize rich color schemes, lush 

fabrics and beautiful elaborate decoration to maximize the appeal of each 
character, each bringing Ellis to the end of his travels through life as a 

child. Fabrics and shapes will lend themselves to optical illusions and 
morphing through CGI in order to accurately represent the drug-

induced alter-reality that Ellis experiences throughout the book. 

On the other end of the spectrum, highly contrasting the 
luxury of the costumes for the female characters, 

production design and lighting will both work to 
accurately bring to life what it’s like living in favelas 
and immerse the audience to the maximum. The eclectic 
features of favelas lend themselves beautifully 
to accomplishing complexity in cinematography. 
Costumes in this production will have the role of 
mesmerizing the audience and attracting all the 
attention, keeping the focus on the “fairytale” characters. 

Silhouette will be inspired mainly by what festival 
costumes in Rio and Trinidad look like, embracing

the outrageous decoration and detailing, 
massive shapes and shameless overuse of 

beadwork, but tone down on the oversexualization 
of the outfits and the overbearing color schemes. 

Textiles will be inspired, again, by characters’ traits and 
events in the plot, but will also have reference to psychedelic

visuals in order to help the audience see the characters almost 
the same way that Ellis does. I’d like to dive into sculptural 

shapes and forms, molding leather, buckram, plastic and glass. 
Everything will be elaborately embellished with plastic and glass 

beads. Part of the costumes will be utilising mechatronics and lights 
in order to further amplify the fairytale feel that the characters carry.

For Ellis, I want his costume to progress with the same pace as his character - it 
will indicate his corruption/ enlightenment and further detachment/ reattachment 

from/with reality. Production design has the purpose of accurately reflecting life in 
favelas up-close - poor, grimy and scary, but also filled with personality throughout.
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I had to begin my 
research seg-
ment with the 
most prelevant 
inspiration behind 
all the charac-
ters from “won-
derland” - the 
magical carnival 
in rio de janeiro. 
The luxurious 
and extravagant 
shapes are at 
the heart of my 
project, setting 
the aesthetic 
scene for both 
shapes, movement 

and embellish-
ment style. i em-
braced the oth-
erworldiness of 
these costumes 
and translat-
ed them into the 
crippled wonder-
land of contem-
porary brazil.
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The Rio Carni-
val celebra-
tion dates 
back to the 
1640s. Dur-
ing that time, 
e l a borat e 
feasts were 
organised to 
give honour 
to the Greek 
wine gods. 
A c c o r d i n g 
to greek my-
thology, the 
romans used 
to worship 
dionysus or 
bacchus, the 
god of the 
grape har-
vest. The 
festival “en-
trudo” was 
introduced 
by the por-
tuguese and 
this inspired 
the birth of 
the carni-
val in brazil. 
in 1840, the 
very first rio 
masquerade 
took place 
and polka 
and waltz 
took centre 
stage. Afri-
cans subse-

quen-
t y 
i nflu -
e n c e d 
the car-
nival with 
the intro-
duction of 
samba music 
in 1917, which 
is now a tra-
ditional bra-
zilian form 
of sound.

the carnival 
has a queen 
and up to 
two prin-
cesses and 
they have 
the duty to 
woo the rev-
elry along 
with the 
king momo.

king momo is 
cons idered 
the king of 
carnivals in 

nu-
mer -
o u s 
latin amer-
ican festiv-
ities. mainly 
in brazil and 
colombia. his 
appearance 
signifies the 
beginning of 
the ccarni-
val festiv-
ities. each 
carnival has 
its own king 
momo, who is 
often given 
the key to 
the city. tra-
ditionally a 
tall, fat man 

is chosen to 
fulfill the 
role as the 
original king 
momo was of 
that physi-
cal stature.
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The population of brazil loves 
clothing that burst with lovely bright 

colours and attires that display attrac-
tive cuts and patterns. while the overall 
trend leans toward unisex apparels, brazil-
ian fashion is dictated by the region you’re 
in. Residents in rio greatly favour casual 
clothing and up and coming streetwear de-
signer brands.  
 
a major part of traditional brazilian fash-
ion has been hugely influenced by the var-
ious races and immigrants from different 
countries that have melded seamlessly 
with native culture. a major influenc-
es is african culture which can be 
seen in their bordado richelieu 
traditional attire. the deep-
ly-rooted portuguese her-
itage likewise heavily 
influences the way 
modern people 
dress.





v

Rio de janeiro has become an 
embodiment of extreme op-
posites - its both rich and 
poor, organised and chaot-
ic, beautiful whilst falling 
apart. the city is separat-
ed in two between “people 
of the asphalt”, where the 
rich live, and the favelas. 

They are ruled   by no man 
and no law, occuringWv as an 

aftermath of the economic slum 
brazil repeatedly fell into due to the  
forceful changes in political power.

currently, the  favelas are homes 
to some of the most creative peo-
ple of brazil who use their sur-
roundings  in the quest to create 
beauty.  looking at visuals and 

listening to  interviews was an end-
lessly inspiring research process 
for me, as there are so many won-

derful examples of beauty thriv-
ing in the most unlikely of places.

I also did extensive research on 
the political history of brazil in 
order to have the best chance 
of doing the themes in my pro-
ject justice, portraying the men-

tality behind the im-
poverished and 

the  rich.
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aesthetic

i want my costumes 
to really embody 
individuality and be 
deeply connected 
to each character’s 
personality. in my 
designing process 
i found it quite 
easy to discover 
unique shapes and 
pinpoint a meaningful 
colour scheme, but 
the uniqueness of 
each silhouette in 
turn made it very 
complicated to 
create them as an 
althogether working 
unit. i looked at 
designer forms of 

adornment and tried 
to locate what makes 
a collection cohesive. 
Vicki Sarge was at the 
core of this research 
and a big inspiration 
with her extravagant 

ornate shapes.



v

 a
dornmentI n 

m y 
search 
f o r 
a e s t h e t i c 
inspiration, I 
was hoping 
to match the 
eclectic and 
beautifully 
c h a o t i c 
nature of the 
festival with 
adornment 
a n d 
silhouettes 
that are 
excessively 
embellished.
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when looking for 
textile inspiration; 
there is plenty 
of embellishment 
reference and 
inspiration to be 
found within high-
quality close-ups of 
carnival garments, 
but i encountered 
initial struggles 
on  identifying an 
appealing base fabric 
for all that luxurious 
beading. the most 
important part of my 
textiles development 
was discovering 
a solid way to 
construct feathers, 

leading me down the 
path of layering 
and laser-cutting 
different fabrics in 
order to achieve the 
right texture and 
movement. Beadwork 
patterns and 
techniques were also 
key;  the techniques 
used in real carnival 
costumes are stunning, 
but very repetitive 
AND  STRAIGHTFORWARD 
IN TERMS OF INTRICACY. 
I  LOOKED FURTHER INTO 
TEXTURES THAT WERE 
SUBLIMATION PRINTED 
AND FOILED ONTO BASE 
FABRICS THAT ARE 
INSPIRED BY PATTERNS 
THAT THE HUMAN EYE 
RECOGNISES UNDER THE 
EFFECTS OF  LSD.  THE 
ENTIRE FILM IS TOLD 
FROM HIS PERSPECTIVE 
AND THE VISUALS ARE 
DIRECTLY AFFECTED BY 
HIS WARPED PERCEPTION 
OF REALITY.  MY  COSTUME 
DESIGNS PROVIDE A 
BIGGER CANVAS THAN A 
TRADITIONAL CARNIVAL 
COSTUME AS I’VE CHOSEN 
TO SIGNIFICANTLY TONE 
DOWN THE SEXUALISATION 
OF THE  PERFORMERS.
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THE FIRST STAGE OF MY 
DEVELOPMENT WAS TO 

EXPLORE AS MANY SHAPES 
AS POSSIBLE IN SEARCH 
FOR THE PERFECT SHAPE 
FOR EACH PERSONALITY 

IN MY STORY.

THE FIRST STAGE 
OF MY DEVELOPMENT 

WAS TO EXPLORE 
AS MANY SHAPES AS 
POSSIBLE IN SEARCH 
FOR THE PERFECT 
SHAPE FOR EACH 

P E R S O N A L I T Y 
IN MY STORY.



THE FIRST STAGE OF MY 
DEVELOPMENT WAS TO 

EXPLORE AS MANY SHAPES 
AS POSSIBLE IN SEARCH 
FOR THE PERFECT SHAPE 
FOR EACH PERSONALITY 

IN MY STORY.

AS 

WE L L 
AS A 
VAR IETY 
OF SHAPES, 
I WAS 
LOOKING TO 
EXPLORE DIFFERENT 
E M B E L L I S H M E N T 
PATTERNS AS LINEWORK, 
THAT WOULD THEN 
TRANSLATE INTO MY 
TEXTILES DEVELOPMENT 
AND FINISHED TEXTILES. 
AS BEADWORK IS KEY IN 
ACHIEVING THE LOOK OF 
A CARNIVAL COSTUME, IT 
WAS A FOCUS POINT 
IN EVERY SINGLE 
S T U D Y 
A N D 

DEVELOPMENT 
SKETCH. I EXAMINED 

DIFFERENT WAYS 
OF DRAPING AND 
HANGING BEADS AS 
WELL IN AN ATTEMPT 
TO EXAGERRATE 
AND EXTEND THE 
WAY THEY MOVE 
AS MUCH AS I CAN.





As 
w e l l 

as designing 
for carnival 
wear, i explored 
casual wear 
for several of 
the characters 
in different 
stages of plot 
development - 
both wearing 
parts of their 
carnival gear, 
hiding it, or not 
dressed in it at 
all. this is where 
the street 
wear research 
came in use.
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characteristics 
 
lead protagonist of the story. ellis’ 
character is written based on Alice from 
the original text, taking  inspiration from 
her unwaning desire to learn and explore. 
he has the ignorance of an upper-class 
citizen that is the initial push which feeds 
him into the storyline. his journey is written 
to embody the progressive realisation of 
the growing, unburdened child in the cruel 
and morally deprived reality of the world, 
particularly in an environment like brazil’s. 







characteristics 
 
all of the elements in his final carnival costume 
come from different sources, but they are all 
tailored to his personality when presented 
to him, so i wanted to expand the colour 
scheme enough to enable the authenticity 
of this look. i wanted his silhouette to be 
outstanding and strong, inspired by a bird, 
both to show that the first acquired item, his 
mask, is from the character of the pigeon, and 
also to show his  character’s metamorphosis.





characteristics 
 
the white rabbit is the lead supporting 
character in my story and, similar to the 
character she’s based on, the white rabbit 
from the original book, is the main connection 
ellis has with the “other world”. with her 
character i wanted to have an anchor that 
will bring ellis back to himself as she’s the 
only consistent element of his journey. as a 
character she is pure and kind, repetitively 
saves the day and is the main driver of the 
plot, but is also still a representation 
of the immoralities of the favela.





characteristics 
 
the cheshire cat is  one of the most interesting 
characters both in the original plot and in 
my rewritten version. she’s the holder of all 
knowledge of the new and unfamiliar world 
of poverty that ellis finds himself in, and in 
many ways is his spiritual guide.  as you can see 
throughout this book, the eye of the cheshire 
cat is a very prominent symbol, the equivalent 
in this story of a rabbit hole representation 
as it is this character that ellis learns the 
most from. the mystical presence is extended 
by the choice of fabrics, colours and lights.  





character i st i cs 
 
The mad hatter is the most whimsical character  
in the book, flaunting some of the most irrational 
dialogues. I’ve tried to preserve that eclectic 
nature and in the process of translating it into 
the favela world of brazil,  it only made sense to 
have my character as an eccentric,  in my story 
she’s  the head of all carnivale costumes and 
the dresser for everyone, guaranteeing perfection 
every step of the way. although her character isn’t 
as  intricate as the cheshire cat, she still holds 
a valuable position in ellis’ journey as the person 
who truly understands what he is going through 
and who he is, hence helps him live his dream of a 
performer in a costume especially chosen to fit him.





characteristics 
 
The March hare is a character most popular 
for appearing in the tea party scenein the 
original book. “mad as a march hare” is a 
common british phrase and i’ve very much 
embraced that saying when rewriting and 
designing this character. she’s the right hand 
tailor to the mad hatter and represents the 
same rushed chaotic energy as her. they are 
so busy and messy in their heads, and i really 
wanted to represent that with this costume,  
specifically in the headwear. The bunny 
ear-shaped and bunny tail-shaped feather 
adornments are a nod to the silhouette of 
the animal without being too straightfoward.





characteristics 
 
The queen of hearts is a character of 
contradictions and an endorser of fear and 
chaos in both the original and my rewrite. alice 
goes to her for answers yet becomes the most 
confused because of her; ellis experiences the 
same when he encounters her just before 
going on stage. when designing i really wanted 
her to be an object of admiration at first 
glance, glowing in gold and pearls. behind all 
the glamour, the tall and scrony performer 
is chaotic, spontaneous, petty and aggressive 
- a fury that gives equally to everyone. i 
wanted her to be a caricature of real royalty, 
similarly to how the original character was 
believed to be a caricature of Queen Victoria.





characteristics 
 
The duchess doens’t get any descriptive moments 
in the book but a few; her hideous appearance 
and short stature is strongly established by 
john tenniel’s illustrations. i wanted to stray 
away visually from that image of her as much 
as possible as design twists are everything 
this project is.  i’ve matched her personality 
with a garish appearance; i want her to look 
like a wannabe queen, hence the grandeur of 
the shapes, but take everything that the queen 
would wear and make it even more grotesque 
and exagerrated. she’s the epicentre of 
artificial candy-coloured adornment, excessive 
jewellery and a wig almost as big as her ego. 





dancers

characteristics 
 
the introductory scene of the duchess in 
the books is quite iconic; the flying pans, 
the screaming, the flour in the air and all 
the screaming while a pig is running around. 
i translated that scene into my plot as a 
chaotic dressing room - it will be one of 
the most powerful scenes visually because 
of the surreal colour overload and 
overwhelming details, hence i decided to chose 
the duchess’ dance group to design for. in the 
original she has a bunch of kitchen servants 
around her; i’ve changed that into a garish 
cabaret act, rocking the same aesthetic 
as herself- oversaturated,  overwhelming, 
overaccessorized and harsh on the eyes.





dancers

characteristics 
 
The caterpillar is a very peculiar character 
originally - appears out of nowhere in a stoic 
presence, surrounded by mystique. He’s the first 
one to actually help alice on her journey, and 
i’ve tried my best to keep all of these traits 
when rewriting the character - the caterpillar 
saves the white rabbit  and ellis in a very 
intense moment of danger and takes them 
to the dressing warehouse of the festival. 
although drugs are heavily intertwined with 
the plot and are involved with a lot of design 
decisions, the only character very obviously 
connected to drugs is  the caterpillar.





dancers

characteristics 
 
I wanted to design for one immediate costume 
change in order to put proper thought into 
how parts of these costumes would be hid 
while performers are en route, and that led 
me down a stream of interesting problem 
solving. her look is strongly inspired by  
brazilian street wear; all her garments 
will be distressed as i want her to look 
rough around the edges before revealing 
the showstopping carnival gown she has on 
underneath. The baggy trousers are for the 
purpose of concealing all the drape without 
creasing it, the cropped jacket- to keep 
clear of the embellishment on the corset.  





dancers

characteristics 
 
although an episodic character, the 
backstory of the original dodo bird is quite 
interesting- it is believed that dodgson chose  
this particular bird to represent him in the 
plot because of his stammer. based off the 
character and the author’s connection to 
it, in my world the dodo bird is king-hearted, 
witty woman that provides comic relief  all 
throughout her on-screen time. I exagerrated 
some of her features in an attempt to make 
her look like a funny person; she’s a friend 
to ellis and one of the few characters that 
don’t intimidate him in any way.   in the plot, 
she’s the one who gets ellis dancing and 
concequently  to perform in the carnival.
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